
Time 3Hr Computer Networks MA61010/MA60024 End Spring 2018

Instruction: The question paper is printed on both sides. There are 13 questions. Every question carries
8 marks. Do not use calculator. No query will be entertained. Show rough work. Write answer in a box.

l. Let nodes are located A=229 B=310 C=334 D=400 E=421 F=500 G=600 H=700 1=800
J=900. Assume propagation delay over unit distance is unit. Node D transmits some message for
node F at t=2000. It will reach F at t=21 00. If node B transmits at t= 191 0 then it will collide. Hence
vulnerable period of transmission by D at t=2000 for F relative to B is 1910. Let node H transmits
at 1700. It will reach D at 2000 and collide. If H transmits at 1800 it will collide at location 450 and
time t=2050. If H transmits at t=2000 it will collide at 550 and t=2150. But F has already got the
message at t=21 00. Hence any transmission by H will destroy the message of D for F if it is done
during t= 1700-1900. Hence vulnerable period of transmission by D for F at t=2000 relative to H is
1700-1900. Find vulnerable period of transmission by E for C at t=5496 relative to A and 1.

2. It takes 2 units of time to generate each packet and 3 unit time to transmit. Frequency division
multiplexing is used. Make similar table for other.
Time 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 Nd Rd Data Node Ready Data
FrA 4 b c h e f g h 2 w I Z 4 6 bchefgh 2 3 wbq
FrB 7 p q r r t 2 u x $ 7 9 pqrrt 5 6 her
FrC 9 1 t c k 2 v $ 9 12 itck 8 9 gd

2 27 UVWXIZ 7 12 rjdfinurw

3. The node Q gets a copy of broadcast packet from C, U, K, Land D. It makes 6 copies of one of
them and forwards these to C, U, K, D, P, F and 1. P forward its copies to Y and B. J forwards to B
and R. Others do not forward. It was done in reverse path forwarding. What will be done in reverse
path broadcasting?

4. After 'k' collisions a node waits for time equal to klh digit. A node is out of race when it hears
contention but is not a part of contention. Let nodes P6284, Q5238, R5269 and S5815 are ready to
transmit at time t=621. Which node will acquire the channel and when will it acquire?
Example: Let nodes A2056, B2038, C3124, D5263 are ready to transmit at t=212. At t=212 all will
transmit. At 215 A and B will transmit. C and D are out. At 216 again A and B transmit. At 220
only B transmits and acquires channel.

5. A text has 50 letters. The text is transmitted from node 'A' using message switching. It goes from A
to B, B to C and from C to D. Distance between AB, BC and CD is 100 each. The propagation
delay over unit distance is unit. The transmission time per letter is 5. Where is 221ld letter at time
533? Example: When packet switching (packet size 25) is used then 22nd letter at time 608 is
between C and D. 48 distance from C. Reason: node 'A' transmits l " packet during t=0-125. It
reaches 'B' during 100-225. Node B transmits during 225-350. It reaches 'C' during 325-450. C
transmits during 450-575. 22nd letter is transmitted at 450+22*5=560.

6. A coaxial cable has two components: central conductor (core) and braided outer conductor. An
external interference affects them in the ratio of 2:7. Let transmitted sequences in the core be 7, 8,
6,3 and in outer conductor be 4,5, 7, 2. What is the data sequence?
Example: Data sequence 195,234,153, -3 is transmitted as 7,8,5, -1 and 2, -1, 2,7 respectively.

7. Sender window size is 78. The receiver has got packets 1..900, 932, 916
(A) Receiver gets a packet wi th sequence number 131. Find the packet number.
(B) Receiver gets a packet with sequence number 58. Find the packet number.

Example: Window size 17. Received 1..214, 223, 225. Hence receiver expects [209,231]. Let
receiver gets a packet with sequence number 23. It should be 34K +23, i.e. 227
225 received ~ 225 in sender's window ~ 225-17=208 deleted.
215 not received ~ 215 in sender's window ~ 215+ 17=232 cannot be in sender's window.
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8. Synchronization string zyy is put after every 5 letters in a frame. Let us assume that in a frame at
most one letter is deleted or duplicated. To check correctness i'\ is". 23rd, .. letters are checked. If
it is z then it is concluded that some letter is duplicated. [f it is y and previous letter is also y then
some letter is deleted. If previous letter is z then correct . - ,

Frame Transmitted as Received as
abcdefghij abcdezyyfghijzyy abcdezyyfgghijzyy 7t11=y61h=Z 151correct 15=z g duplicated
abcdefghij abcdezyyfghij zyy abcdezyyfhij zyy ih=y 6th=z 15tcorrect 15= 14=y => deletion
abbdefghij ab bdezyyfghij zyy abbdeezyyfghijzyy ih letter z hence duplication in first part.
abdeefghij abdeezyyfghij zyy ab bdeezyyfghi j zyy It must be 'd' or 'e'... 111 tnExamplel: Let abcdezyyfhijzyy IS received. 7 and 6 letters are y and z respectively. Hence first

part is correct. is" and 14th letters are y and y hence 2nd part is wrong. It will be assumed that some
letter is deleted. Frame abcdefghij will be transmitted as abcdezyyfghijzyy. Let' g' is deleted. It will
be received as abcdezyyfhijzyy. Hence frame is abcdefhij with some missing letter at position 6 ..1O.
Example2: Let abbdeezyyfghijzyy is received. Here ih letter is 'z' hence it will be concluded that
some letter in the first part (b or e) is duplicated. Hence correct frame is abbdefghij or abdeefghij.
Question A: Let abbdezzyyyyuzdzyy is received. What is the frame? What was transmitted?
Question B: Let abcdezypqrstzyy is received. What is the frame? What was transmitted?
Question C: Let abcdefzyy is received. What is frame? What was transmitted?

9. Let transmission time of a letter (a or b) is II and frequency is 118. Let phase shift corresponding
'a' and 'b' are 7r /4 and 3 7r /4 respectively. Transmission of string abbaabb is shown.
0000111000011110011100001111011110000111000011110001111000011000111100001000011
Following is transmission of string aabab. What is phase shift corresponding to 'a' and 'b'? What is
transmission time of a letter? What is frequency?
1000001111111000000011111000000011111000011111110000011111110000000110000000111

10. Message (x,y) is coded as (2 7)x+(3 5)y. Write decoding vectors. All operations are in mod 13.
Example: Let (x.y) is coded as (6,1 )x+(9,4)y. Decoding vector for y is (1,-6)111 =(6,3).
Reason the dot product of (6x+9y,x+4y) and (6,3) is 36x+54y+3x+12y=39x+66y=y in mod 13.
Decoding vector for x is (4,-9)/2=(2,2).
(4,11) is coded as (6, I ).4+(9,4).11 =(123,48)=(6,9).
To decode it let us take its dot product with (2,2) and (6,3).
(2,2)[6,9)=30=4 (6,3).(6,9)=36+27=63=11

11. Frequency of letter a is 44%, b is 20%, c ..k is 4% each. Code a:Ol(OO) 10(01) 1(100) 0(101) 00(11)
b:OOO(O)011(1) c:OOOl d:00l0 e:OIIO fl000 g:1010 h:l011 i:lI01 j:lll0 k:lll1
Example: b:OOO ab:O 1000 aab: I 001000 faab: I 000 100 1000 afaab: 11000 100 I000
Decode: 110001001000, a1000100lOOO, afl001000, afaOl000, afaaOOO, afaab
Find average size of text (letters a ..k) oflength 100. Hint size of text afaab is 12.

12. Asynchronous transmissions: Write missing transmission. a:First change b:second change
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 I 0 I I I 1 I 0 1 1 o 10
1 1 1 0 I 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 010101111 1 0 o 10

b b b b b
..
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13. (A) Let maximum signal strength is 'x' and maximum noise is 'y' then there are at most 1+x/y
signal levels. What is it? [Hint: Capacity][Write name of the person]
(B) Let On' signals can be transmitted in unit time. Let' L' be the number of signal levels (symbols).
What is the Nyquist bit rate?
(C) Listen before talk is called CSMA. What is listen during talk?
(D) Microwaves are used for point-to-point transmission. Which waves are used for broadcast?
(E) When a sender breaks a message it is called packet formation. When a forwarding node breaks a
packet, what is it called?
(F) Give name of the switch which performs backward learning.


